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ABOUT US
The University Institute of Legal Studies (UILS), Panjab University, Chandigarh, in a
short span of time, has emerged as one of the premier legal institute with a unique
blend of tradition and modernity. It is a distinct microcosmic institution
epitomising composite multi-dimensional and multi-national amalgamation of
students and faculty members. It is a legal institution par excellence and a
hub of legal studies.  The focus is on the development of the capacity to analyze and
reason, oral and written communication, knowledge application, intellectual
curiosity and professional integrity. UILS has played an instrumental role in holistic
development of the students as each student gets an opportunity to hone their skills
and discover their true potentials by participating in the plethora of activities the
institute conducts.

The ADR & CCL Board of UILS is dedicated to promoting alternative methods for
resolving disputes outside of traditional litigation processes. It consists of a team of
highly skilled and proactive members ranging from 2nd to 5th year whose skills are
reflected by the multiple laurels received by the board members. The Board, through
its members and faculty coordinator, Dr. Sabina Salim, offers students various
opportunities to develop practical skills in mediation, negotiation, and arbitration
through training sessions and workshops. Additionally, the Board hosts national-
level Mediation, Negotiation and Client Counselling competitions, providing
students with practical experience in dispute resolution. The ADR & CCL Board of
UILS play an integral role in preparing students for successful careers in the legal
profession by providing a unique learning experience that combines academic
excellence with practical skills, helping them to excel in their future careers. This
team of welcoming people invites you to join them in this journey and witness them
in action in making your experience fulfilling.

ABOUT ADR & CCL BOARD



MESSAGE FROM THE
DIRECTOR

Prof. Dr. Rajinder Kaur
Director, UILS 

"Life usually puts a great idea only
inside a mind that is usually at
peace." ADR is emerging as an
important dispute resolution
mechanism. UILS, PU Chandigarh
takes privilege in promoting the
ADR mechanisms through UILS -
ADR & CCL Board. We always
strive to provide the best and this
event will set a new benchmark in
the field of ADR.”  



"In life you may not get what you deserve, but will
definitely get what you negotiate.” To impart
negotiation skills among budding lawyers, ADR &
CCL Board, UILS is coming up with it’s First
Edition of A.S. Anand National Triathlon to
promote the spirit of dispute resolution in its
various forms.  This Triathlon endeavours to hone
the skills of each participant through the various
stages of dispute resolution which begins with
Client Counselling followed by attempts of
Negotiations between parties and then finally
heading towards a Mediation Session. We at UILS
are looking forward to seeing participants across
the country to sport their Freud apparel and
Holmes Hat and join us in this event of learning
and fun through negotiation. The organizing
committee and our volunteers will be making your
experience all the more enriching. 

ABOUT THE TRIATHLON 



Date Event Scheduled

27th March ,2023 Last date for Registration

28th March, 2023 Release of Selected Teams

5th April, 2023 Release of Propositions

13th April, 2023 Arrival of Teams

13th-15th April, 2023 Provisional Accomodation

IMPORTANT DATES 

TEAM COMPOSITION AND REGISTRATION
FEE

This competition is only opened for 24 teams. The Teams will be selected on
'First Come First Served' basis (Priority shall be determined on the basis of
e-mail confirmation and receipt of duly filled Registration Forms which
must reach the organizers before the due date, which is mentioned in the
Rules of the Competition). One Team shall consist of five participants who
shall be performing  in Client Counselling, Negotiation and Mediation. The
team members are free to choose which of the members will perform in
each of these events. The registration fee for each participant is of INR
3,500/-.



The Traithlon has a cash prize of worth INR 1.5 Lakhs which
will be divided amongst the following awards:
1. WINNERS (BEST TEAM) The winning team will be
decided on the basis of the total scores of all the three
stages, including all the seven rounds. 

2. RUNNERS UP (SECOND BEST TEAM) 

3. FOR THE FINAL STAGE 
a. Best negotiating pair 
b. Second best negotiating pair 

4. FOR THE SEMI FINAL STAGE 
a. Best CCL team 
b. Best Negotiating team 
c. Best Mediation team 

5. FOR THE PRELIMINARY STAGE 
a. Best CCL team 
b. Best Negotiating team 
c. Best Mediation team

AWARD STRUCTURE



CONTACT US

ABHISHEK BINDAL
PRESIDENT

 
(8360239715)

 

SRISHTI SHARMA
CONVENER

 
(9617168442)

 FIZA CHOUDHARY
CO- CONVENER

 
(8360060770)

Post Holders:

Mannat Sharma  
8289045114

Palika Budhraja  
8146628602

Bhavya Sangri  
7011982201

Prisha Jindal  
7018281063

For registration queries contact : 

Email ID: uilsadrfest2023@gmaill.com

For any further queries or clarifications, please reach out to
our Event Coordinators-


